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September 3rd 2010: It's Better When It's WetSexual Lubrication

Sex with Jaiya returns! And we are going to have
a whole bunch of fun today talking about sexual
lubricants with my guests. T h e r e i s a
misconception that if women aren't lubricating
something must be wrong with them. I want to
break the myth and tell you ways that lube can
make sex more fun, more pleasurable and even
better for your sexual health and wellness. If
you're interested in LUBE and being entertained
tune in for a great episode- it will be slippery and
WET!
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Featured Guests
Jude Belanger
Glenn Scarpelli and Jude Belanger have been life partners for 13 years
and have been in the entertainment business for a combined total of 5
decades. Currently ( and for the past 10 years) they own and operate a
local TV station, Sedona NOW, channel 18, in beautiful Sedona, AZ.
Read more
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Guest Image

Carolyn Braddock
Carolyn Braddock, M.A., P.C. is known nationally and internationally.
She is a consultant, educator, sexuality consultant, trainer, and group
facilitator. She is the author of Body Voices: Using the Power of Breath,
Sound, and Movement to Heal and Create New Boundaries and has
contributed articles in other publications. Her work is with individuals,
couples, families, groups, and businesses.
Read more
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